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Chapter 1 
Rationales for Costing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter learning objectives:  
 
Lead Component Indicative syllabus content 

A.1 Distinguish 
between the different 
rationales for costing.  
 

(a) Define costing  
(b) Distinguish 
between the 
rationales for costing  

• Inventory valuation  
• Profit reporting  
• Cost management and transformation  
• Decision-making  

A.2 Apply the main 
costing concepts to 
organisations and cost 
objects.  
 

(a) Explain the main 
costing concepts  
(b) Apply costing 
concepts to different 
organisations and 
cost objects  
 

• Cost elements  
• Costs structure  
• Cost behaviour  
• Cost drivers  
• Costing applied to different types of 

organisations  
• Costing applied to digital cost objects  
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1. Management and cost accounting  
Management accounting - The application of the principles of accounting and financial 
management to create, protect, preserve and increase value for stakeholders. 

Cost accounting - The gathering of cost information and its attachment to cost objects, the 
establishment of budgets, standard costs and actual costs of operations, processes, 
activities or products; and the analysis of variances, profitability or the social use of funds. 

• Cost accounting is a sub-set of management accounting => it has a narrower focus 
than management accounting. 

 

Comparison to financial accounting  
Financial accounting - the classification and recording of the monetary transactions of an 
entity in accordance with established concepts, principles, accounting standards and legal 
requirements. 

• The main role of financial accounting is to produce statutory financial statements, 
whereas management accountants provide any information needed by management. 
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2. The purpose of management accounting 
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3. The management accountant  
• The role of the management accounting within an organisation has changed in recent 

years. 

• Management accountants today are seen as value-adding business partners. 

 

4. The importance of understanding costs 

Reasons for determining cost 
There are a number of reasons why an organisation needs to know the cost of producing its 
product or providing its service. 

• inventory valuation – inventory for products produced internally needs to be valued at 
production cost rather than simply purchase price. 

• profit calculation – the cost of the product will be compared to the price in order to 
determine the profit per unit and subsequently the profit for the period. 

• pricing – some organisations will use cost based pricing, whilst most organisations will 
aim to ensure that the product is priced above its cost. 
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• decision making – understanding the cost will aid decisions such as whether to accept 
a large, one-off sales contract at a reduced selling price. 

Cost transformation model (by CGMA) 

• Another reason for determining the cost of a product is contained in a model known as 
the cost transformation model. 

• This model suggests that a focus on cost minimisation across an organisation through 
a change in culture and a focus on what drives costs (amongst other things) will result 
in better cost competitiveness for an organisation.  

• This cost competitiveness could help the organisation beat rivals in the market and gain 
a larger market share. 

Some definitions: 

Cost unit as ‘a unit of product or service in relation to which costs are ascertained’. A cost 
unit can be anything for which it is possible to ascertain the cost. 

Cost centre is a production or service location, a function, an activity or an item of 
equipment for which costs are accumulated. It is one type of responsibility centre. 

Cost object can be a product, service, centre, activity, customer or distribution channel in 
relation to which costs are ascertained. 

Cost classification 
In calculating costs it is important that we understand the different classes of costs that may 
be involved in a product or service. 

Costs can be classified in a number of ways: 

• by behaviour – they can be fixed, variable or semi-variable in nature. 

• by element – they could be materials, labour or overheads (expenses) 

• by nature – they could be direct or indirect costs. 
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5. Chapter summary 

 


